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	TITLE: Blocking the vector transmission of Cadidatus Liberibacter asiaticus to stop the spread of Huanglongbing in citrus 
	DATE: 3/6/2014
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Infection Consequences]
	ABSTRACT: Project narrative:We aim to understand the specific interactions between Candidatus Liberibacter asciaticus (CLas) and the insect vector Asian citrus psyllids (ACP) to block the transmission.  'The transmission process of CLas depends on the success of  specific interactions between CLas and the insect vector ACP. The bacterium  passes through the intestinal barrier to reach the hemolymph where they multiply then they must invade the salivary glandes in order to be inoculated in a new plant host while insect feeding. Passing these biological barriers needs specific interactions between CLas cells and the epithelial cells in the guts and the salivary glands cells.'    major finding since the start of project: 1-  Identification of the receptors in the Asian citrus psyllids (ACP). The function of these proteins was analyzed with bioinformatics. These genes were cloned, proteins were expressed, antibody against these proteins were made.        "a publication described this work is in preparation" 2- Recently, we were able to establish a new method we called it Reverse Far-Western to identify the membrane protein in CLas that bind to the receptors.         "Since we have identified the receptors in ACP, we predicted the antigenic domains in the identified ACP-receptors to produce the antibodies. We already obtained antibodies against some of them.     Our aim for the next few months is  to identify the proteins of Clas (ligands) that adhere to ACP cells.  We  purified the membrane proteins from infected phloem sap (CLas membrane proteins) using TritonX114, X100. investigated proteins in PAGE show very nice membrane protein profile. We will use these purified membrane proteins for our reverse  Far-WesternThe yeast double hybrid system will be used to validate specific interaction for each couple (receptor-ligand) Overall, our research work is carried out according to milestone of the project.Currently, 1- We are purifying Ferritin from ACP haemolyph to check if it bind to the CLas membrane protein. a potential role for ferritin as a CLas carrier is found in our work. 2- We start  to establish the complexome  to study the interaction of both partners (receptor-ligands) in native conditions.3- We are targeting ACP receptor by RNAi to test if we can interfer with the interaction with CLas and subsequently the transmission.  
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